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A CHARACTERIZATION OF CERTAIN MEASURES

USING QUASICONFORMAL MAPPINGS

CRAIG A. NOLDER

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. Suppose that   p   is a finite positive measure on the unit disk.
2 2

Carleson showed that the L (,u)-norm is bounded by the H -norm uniformly

over the space of analytic functions on the unit disk if and only if p is a

Carleson measure. Analogues of this result exist for Bergmann spaces of an-

alytic functions in the disk and in the unit ball of C" . We prove here real

variable analogues of certain Bergmann space results using quasiconformal and

quasiregular mappings.

1.1. Introduction

We write B"(x, R) for the open ball in «-dimensional Euclidean space, R." ,

centered at x with radius R. We abbreviate B" = B"{0, I). We write mn

for the «-dimensional Lebesgue measure. For a set E c R" we write |is|

for mniE). We denote the topological boundary of E by dE. We assume

throughout that Q c R" is open, 9Í2 / 0, and that p is a positive finite

measure on Q.

The following theorem is a special case of results found in ( [O, ], [02], [OP],

[H], [S], [CW], [L], and [KS]).

1.2.    Theorem. Suppose that 0 < p < q < oo.  If there exists a constant Cx

such that

(1.1) piB n B2) < CxR2qlp

2 2
for all balls B = B (x, R)  with x E dB , then there exists a constant C2,

depending only on p, q and C, , such that

(..y (lBtm'äA)!,<c2(jB^äm^"

7 2
for all analytic functions f:B   —> R .
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7 7
Conversely, if (1.2) holds for all analytic functions f:B —> R , then (1.1)

holds with Cx depending only on p, q and C2.

Hastings ([H], p. 237) gives an analogue of Theorem 1.2 for plurisubharmonic

functions on the unit polydisk in C" . Stegenga ([S], p. 116, Theorem 1.2)

generalizes Theorem 1.2, in the case that p — q — 2,to include certain weights

on the right-hand side of (1.2). Cima and Wogen, also when p = q = 2, ([CW],

p. 158, Theorem 1) give analogues of some of the results in [S] for holomorphic

functions on the unit ball in C" . Kerman and Sawyer [KS] give more general

weighted results for analytic functions in the unit disk. See also Luecking [L]

in the complex case.

The main result of this paper is the following real variable analogue of The-

orem 1.2. Weighted results corresponding to Theorem 1.3 will be dealt with in

another paper.

1.3. Theorem. Suppose that 0 < p < q < oo. If there exists a constant,  Cx,

such that

(1.3) piB0B")<CxR"qlp

for all balls B = /3"(x, R) with x E dB", then there is a constant, C2, depend-

ing on p, q, n, K, and C,, such that

(1.4) (/sj/r*)"'<c2(/sj/r^)"'

for all K-quasiregular mappings f: B" —> R" .

Conversely, if (1.4) holds for all Kin, p)-quasiconformal mappings f:B —►

R" , then (1.3) holds with Cx depending on p, q, n, and C2. Here Kin, p) =

max(2n/p, p/2n)"~  .

Quasiregular and quasiconformal mappings are important generalizations of

analytic functions and conformai mappings. We define these concepts in §2. In

§3 we prove that (1.4) implies (1.3) and in §4 that (1.3) implies (1.4). In §5

we present an example which shows that (1.3) need not imply (1.4) in the case

q <p.
In the case that « = 2 and K = 1, Theorem 1.3 reduces to Theorem 1.2.

We next give some corollaries.

1.4. Corollary. There is a constant C, depending only on p, q, n, and K,

such that

x)f(l-\x\r/p-kdmk\      <c(|BJ/|Vm„)
xi p

for all K-quasiregular mappings f: B" -+ R." . Here k = 1,2, ... , n , 0 < p <

q < oo, Bk = {(x, ,x2, ... , xn) E B"\Xj = 0, ;' = k + 1 , k + 2, ... , «} for

k = 1,...,«- 1 and B  — B".
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1.5. Corollary. There is a constant C, depending only on p,q,n, and K,

such that

( °° \l/q / r \Ap

ÍJ2 l/(( 1 - 2-k)Sk)f 2-"qklp\      < C ( £ I/,- dmn j

for all K-quasiregular mappings f: B" —* R".   Here 0 < p < q < oo and

SkEdB" , k = 0, 1,2, ... .

1.6. Corollary. There is a constant C, depending only on p, n , and K, such

that
i/P

\fix)\<dl-\x\)-"/p(JBn\f\pdmnS

for all K-quasiregular mappings f: B" —> R" and all x E B"

2.1. QUASIREGULAR MAPPINGS

in Q. The Sobolev space,  wUo.),  1 < p < oo, is the completion of C°°(Q)

Up      / r \ Ap

We write C°°(Q) for the space of functions having derivatives of all orders

Q. The Sobolev spac(

with respect to the norm

We write W lociQ) for Ç\wUo!) where the intersection is over all Q.' com-

pactly contained in Q. Here Df is the derivative of /, \Df\ is the norm of

Df as a linear transformation, and Jf = det Df.

2.2.    Definition. A function /: Q —► Rn ,  Q c R" , is A"-quasiregular in Q,

1 < K < oo , if

(2-1) /€<l0C(O)

and if

(2.2) \Df\" < KJf

almost everywhere in Q with respect to mn .

A nonconstant quasiregular mapping is continuous, open and discrete. When

« = 2, /is 1-quasiregular if and only if it is an analytic function. A K-

quasiregular mapping in R." is quasiconformal, in the usual sense, if and only

if it is a homeomorphism. For further information on quasiregular mappings,

see ([BI], [ MRV, ], [ MRV2 ], [R], and [V]). The next result is given in [IN] (p.

279, Proposition 3). Its proof involves improving exponents associated with

reverse Holder inequalities for quasiregular mappings.
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2.3.    Theorem. If f is K-quasiregular in Q, then

(2-3) \f(x)\<c(J^j \f\rdm^j   '

for each cube Q with Qcfi. Here x is the center of Q, 0 < r < oo, and C

is a constant which depends only on n, r, and K.

3.1. Proof that (1.4) implies (1.3)

Let { e dB and B = Bn{Ç, R) with R < \ . We write a = (1 - R)Ç and

a* = a/\a\  . Define a K(n, /?)-quasiconformal mapping in B" as follows:

fix) = ix-a)\x-a\-(2n+p)lP.

If x E B n B" , then

(3.1) mi-\a\))-2nqlp <\fix)\q.

Using (3.1) and (1.4),

piBf)B")<C,H-\a\f"qlP ¡      \f\qdp
JBnB"

<C4(l-\a\)2n<i/p(JBn\ffdmH^'P

<C5(l-\a\)"q'p.

Hence p satisfies (1.3) with

C, <maxiC5,piB")2nq/p)

4.1. Proof that (1.3) implies (1.4)

We first prove the following local result which applies to functions which

satisfy a certain sub-mean-value property with respect to cubes.

4.2.    Theorem. Let p, q > 0. Suppose that f is measurable in Q and suppose

X/P

that there exists a constant C, such that

(4-1) \nxa)\<Cl(^J\f\pdmnJ
IQ

for all cubes Q with Q c Ü. Here xQ is the center of Q. If Q0 is a cube with

oQ0 cfi, er > 1,  and if there is a constant, C2, such that

(4.2) p(Q0) < C2\Q0\q,p,

then there is a constant C3, depending only on p, q, « , o, C,, and C2, such

that

i/« / „ \ Ap

(4-3) /  \f\qdp)      <cAf    \f\pdmn
\JQ0 J \J°Qo
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Proof. Let x0 E Q0 and let P be the cube centered at x0 with side length

equal to o - 1  times the sidelength of Q0. Then P c oQ0 and by (4.1) we

have that
Up

Up

l/(*o)l<C,(r^l/f^

(i-/)HiL|yr<,mv
This is a uniform estimate at each point x0 e ß0 and we have

By combining (4.2) with (4.4) we obtain (4.3).

By the mean-value property and Holder's inequality, (4.1) is satisfied for

harmonic functions for p > 1 . It also holds for harmonic functions when

0 < p < oo ([G], p. 121, Lemma 3.7). Quasiregular mappings satisfy condition

(4.1) by Theorem 2.3. Hence to verify that (1.3) implies (1.4) we need only

show that the weak local estimates (4.3) imply the global result. We actually

prove the following more general result.

4.3.    Theorem. Suppose that there is a constant C, such that

(4.5) p(BnSl) <CxR"q/p

for all balls B = Bn(Ç,R) with £, E dQ.. IfO<p<q<œ, then there is a
constant C2, depending only on n, p, q, K, and C,, such that

(4.6) (Xl/|,rf//)   Q -C2{SamPdm")P

for all K-quasiregular f: Q. —► R" .

Proof. We write diamß for the Euclidean diameter of the cube Q, d(F, E)

the Euclidean distance between sets F and E, and dix, E) for di{x}, E).

We consider a collection of open cubes {Q;} contained in Q with the following

properties:

oo

(4.7) n = L)ß.-'
7=1

(4.8) Q,r\Qj = 0       for all //;,

diam(ßJ.)<</(QI-,an)

' <4diam(Q/)

for all i—1,2,...,  and

(4.10) if Q^Qj #0,
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then

±diam(ßy)<diam(ß;)

< 4diam(Qy)

for all i, j = 1, 2.

Every Q has such a cover which is often called a Whitney cover ([St], p. 16,

Theorem 3). It follows from the above properties that

(4.11) E^eW^6"
Q€XV

where Xn is the characteristic function of Q.

Next for a given QeW , choose x0 E dCl such that

d(x0,yfio}=d(jîQ,dny

It follows that  J\Q c B"(x0,S)  where S = d(x0, J\Q) + diam(y^Q).

Hence

v(y/Ï0) <rt(B"(x0,S))

< cxs"q/p

<CiidiamQ)nq/p.

By Theorem 4.2 it follows that

(4,2,        (Ijtw'*»)  sc.(/}ei/r-.)'".

Next we use the inequality

(4.13) (X>*)^£<*

where tk > 0 and q < 1 . Combining (4.7), (4.13) with a = p/q, (4.12) and

(4.11) we have

<6"CP4 f\f\pdmn.
Jsi
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5. An EXAMPLE WHEN  q < p

Let ex = ( 1, 0, ... , 0) and define

Ux) = {x - ex)\x - e/~

where  -n/p < ß < -n/2p.   Each fgix)  is Ä'-quasiconformal with K

. Consider

/   \fß(x)\"dmn< f        \x-exfdmn
JB"     h JB(e,.2)

max(n/p, 2p/n)"    . Consider

(5-1) Cin)2"+Pß

nA-pß

xk = (l-2"\0,...,0),
-ka

Next let xk - (1 - 2 k ,0, ... ,0), k = 0,1,2, ... ,  and define p(E) =

^7Jx€£2        for E C B"  with a = nq/p.   It follows that p satisfies (4.5).

Furthermore
ç oo

l\fß\qdp = J2\fß(xk)\q2
J B k    r\

-ka

(5.2) _ y^ ^-k(qß+a

tV=0

_ /j _ 2~9('í+"/í')')-1

From (5.1) and (5.2) it follows that when q < p

„m M£4AL>  um _<e±iBL.
ß^-»/P+ (h' \fß\Pdmn)q - ß^-n/p* C(n)q2q(n+Pß)il - 2~q{"+pß)/p)p

^>        li«,        ( P 1     7 1        r.-q{n+pß)jp,q-p

^ ß}mnlA2Cin)qlog2)   (1"2 }

= oo.
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